
S I The Dreanr

with the Unicorn

Psychoanalysis, therefore, proves to be a practice of the letter. To
il lustrate this fact, I would l ike to relate here a fragment of the
analysis of Philippe, a patient in his thirties, which I have already
had occasion to report elsewhere.l The study of a dream, that
"royal road to the unconscious," will take us by the shortest route
into the heart of this story. Here is how Philippe relates the "dream

with the unicorn":

The deserted square of a small rown, it is odd. I am looking for some-
thing. There appears, in bare feet, Liliane whom I dont know and she
says to me: "It's been a long time since I saw sand as fine as this."'We
are in a forest and the trees seem to be strangely colored, in bright pri-
mary hues. I think that there are many animals in this forest and, as I
am getting ready to say this, a unicorn crosses our path; all three of us
walk toward a clearing that we glimpse below us.

Concerning the principal part of its manifest contenr, the dream
takes up an event from the preceding day: Philippe had taken a walk
with his niece Anne in a forest where they had played at stalking
game and had noticed, near a srream, deer tracks (or as hunters say
in French, "pieds" lfeet]). As for the pretext of the dream, Philippe
tells us it was thirst, which all the same woke him up soon after this
dream.2 In this regard, he adds that his dinner the evening before
had consisted of Baltic herring, of which he is particularly fond.
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The unicorn dream, :ls wc .shall see, accomplishes the desire to

drink, and it is the underlying thirst that we will have to investi-

gate in all its implications. Upon first analysis, the dream leads to

three childhood memories that are going to make up the several
scene changes on the stage where the play of Philippe's thirst will

be acted out.
The deserted square on which the dream opens, l ike a sti l l-

empry stage, leads us directly to the heart of the play. The oddness

has to do with the feeling that a monument or a fountain is miss-
ing from the center of the square. Having been thus evoked, they

then emerge from memory, brought together in a monument-

the unicorn fountain.3 This fountain, which has a statue of a uni-
corn at its summit, is in reality found in the square of a small

provincial town where Philippe spent his vacations between the
ages of three and five. But it is not just the remarkable figuration

of the imaginary animal that is evoked by the square. It also calls

up the memory of a familiar gesture, that of joining one's hands

along their interior edges so as to form a bowl and then trying to

drink from this makeshift cup the water gushing from the foun-

tain. It is a variant of this gesture that we are going to encounter

again in the second memory.
It is still vacation time, probably the summer of his fifth year,

during a walk in a mountain forest. The fragment of the dream:
"ltb been a long time since I saw . . . " leads to this second scene.
The phrase is literally repeated in a remark made during the walk
the day before with Anne: itt been a long time, said Philippe, since
he saw heather so thick and brightly colored, perhaps since he was
five years old during a summer in Switzerland. This is the same
6laze of color found elsewhere in the text of the dream, transposed

onto the trunks of the trees. But the event from the walk that
marked him was the attempt to imitate one of his older friends
who was able to produce the sound of a siren by blowing through

the opening formed between the adjoined thumbs of his two
cupped palms.

We find another call, more distinctly :rrt iculated, in the third
memory, which is staged on an Atl:urtic beach. \7e are led there by
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the "fine sancl" th:rt conrplcrnents the day's residue in the dream:
"Itk been a long tinrc sincc I saw. . . . " Phil ippe probably stayed

here at the beginning of the same vacation that would lead him

eventually to the town with the unicorn (the summer of his third

year). One finds here the principal identiry of the unknown per-

son in the dream, Liliane. If one breaks the name down and elimi-

nates Anne, who is already identif ied, there appears Lil i , a very

close relation by both blood and marriage, who was with him on

that beach. The memory chosen to mark this stay is Lili's teasing:

because Philippe, during a very hot July, never stopped saying in

every situation and in a grave and insistent manner "I'm thirsry"

Lili wound up asking him every time she saw him, "So, Philippe,

I m thirsry?" This affectionate kidding became in subsequent years

a complicitous greeting, almost a sign of recognition, a formula

pronounced with the same grave and falsely desperate tone that ex-

presses above all the expectation of a guaranteed satisfaction:
"Philippe, I'm thirsty."

"upon complete analysis, every dream reveals itself to be the ful-

f i l lment of a wish': this is how Freud condenses in one sentence

the essence of his discovery concerning the interpretation of

dreams. But what is a wish (Wunsch) in the Freudian sense, and

what is meant by its fulfillment (Erftllung)? We should not con-

sider that such questions have been resolved simply because these

terms have become so banal nowadays. Although we are still far

from a complete analysis of the unicorn dream, we can already say

upon initial approach, which is more intuitive than analytic, that

the dream represents Philippe's thirst. \7e can even go along with

Freud and suggest that it accomplishes it, that is, fulfills in its way

the wish to drink, to the extent at least that it defers the moment

of waking and drinking. One should point out in passing here

that, of course, the thirst in question, as well as the wish to drink

that precipitates the dream, cannot in any way be reduced to the

circumstance that provokes it, which is a contingent thirst, a need

to drink following the meal of herring.

Once evoked, the central function of thirst, far from closing

down the interpretation, is presented as an open term, as if this
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thirst avidly demanded that one listen to the literaliry or the realiry

of its interrogative appcal. ()nc may then wonder how the appeal
"I'm thirs.y" ir in return settled upon Lilit interpellation and why

this wish to drink is placed under the sign of the unicorn.
As one does in the course of an analysis, we will let the memo-

ries, images, and words form a chain so as to attempt to follow, in

the strict order of its detours, the path that leads to the unconscious.

It did not take Phil ippe long to say that he did not l ike the

beach, but he said this with such vehemence that it was easy to

guess there was some important theme nearby. Indeed, when he

calls up that summer by the Atlantic, memories emerge as clearly

and vividly as if they were still current, memories that are literally

sensitive: the contact of the hot sand over the whole surface of the

body, of fresh, wet sand when one played at burying oneself in it,

and also of burning sand against the soles of the feet, which is a

pleasurable irritation that doubles the biting sensation of the in-

hospitable metal covering an overheated balcony under the noon-

day sun. For Philippe, the idea of a beach still calls up the phobia
of sand getting into everything-hair, teeth, ears-and to lounge

on a beach, for him, means to expose oneself to the annoyance of
not being able to get rid of the sand. Days later, he contends,

whatever one does, one still finds some sneaky grain of sand that

has escaped from the most careful ablutions in fresh water, a grain
that all by itself crunching in silence, grows next to the skin. Thus,

there came to the fore one of Philippet minor symptoms, a real lit-

tle phobia regarding badly pleated clothes, the stray crumb in bed-

sheets, hair that gets into the collar after a haircut, a pebble in the
shoe. One sees how. with the evocation of the beach. there arises

an overly sensitive little nothing, a grain of the unconscious brush-

ing the surface of the skin and putting the nerves on edge, which

can on certain occasions drive Philippe to the edge of the most in-

tense irritation, or even to the borders o[anxiery.

Another theme in the dream, the foot (Liliane's bare feet), finds

on this beach the chosen ground of its traces: tracks (again, "pieds"

[f..d, in French hunting vocabul:rry) of the deer seen the day be-
fore the dream, which convergc on a place for drinking, the stream
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at the bottom of ' thc v,r l lcy;  nnrks of  bodies on the sand of  the
beach where the wcathcr is rhirsry; and footprints rhat get filled in
on the shifting shore, losc their outline in the very fine sand, and
evaporate from the boardwalk where damp feet have walked. The
trace that effaces itself, to be sure, but also the trace that remains:
thus, on the outskirts of the rown with the unicorn, pressed into
the rock, two hoofprints of the horse belonging to a legendary
prince who, with a desperate jump into a ravine, eluded his pur-
suers. Philippe loves his feet, thinks them nor at all silly, and takes
pleasure in their play. There was a time in his childhood when by
often walking barefoot he endeavored to develop the epidermis of
the soles of his feet, which he dreamed of making as hard as horn
so as to be able to walk without injury on the roughest ground, to
run on the beach without fear of hidden pitfalls. And no doubt he
succeeded in part if one can believe the story of an exploit in which
he sees himself under the admiring eyes of his friends rushing down
barefoot over the fallen rocks of a glacial hillside. He fulfilled there
in a partial fashion the clearly obsessional phantasm of keeping his
body protected beneath the covering of an invulnerable hide.

We thus come once again upon that other major rerm of the
dream, the horn decorating the forehead of the fabled animal. The
unicorn's meaning as a phallic representation constitures the com-
mon theme of legendary stories: an emblem of fideliry the unicorn
obviously cannor be procured without difficulry and it is said that
he who wants to get hold of one musr leave a young virgin as an
offering in a lonely forest, since the unicorn after having placed its
horn on her lap falls asleep right away. To be sure, no unicorn re-
ally exists, anymore than does the horn of a unicorn: its place is
taken by the tooth of a narwhal, a superb spur of twisted ivory,
which draws its beneficent power precisely from the real-nothing
it represents.a

On his forehead, in the place corresponding to the horn's im-
plantation, Phil ippe bears a scar, the trace that remains from a
childhood fight or a fall from a tricycle, an indelible mark, like the
mark of ritual circumcision on his sex. The trace on the sand,
which is a mark of the bodv, can now be seen on rhe skin, a mark
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on the body, a scar inro which the phall ic emblem and the trait
consecrating it send down rheir roors in a dream.

concerning scars, we must here relate another scene that
Philippe dreamed nor long after the encounter with the unicorn
and that seems to take up again the theme of hidden pitfalls in the
sand of the beach.

Someone (a boy about rwelve years old, it seems) has just slid with one
leg into a hole. He is lying on his side and cries very loud as if he were
seriously hurt. People (myself included) run ro see where the wound
is; but there is nothing ro see, neither on his knee nor his leg; all one
can find, on his foot on the side of his heel, is a visible scratch in the
form of a thin red crescent but it is not bleeding. It seems he hurt
himself on some object hidden in the hole: thinking it may be a rusry
nail, people look for it but find a billhook fserpe).

One sees that in this dream the scar (a wound barely open or al-
ready closed) has gone from the forehead to the heel, thereby re-
versing the movemenr of the horn. one certainly need nor be a
psychoanalyst to hear in this narration the mosr direct allusion to
the theme of castration. one can likewise guess that the figured
agent of the wound, the serpe, veils only through the alteration of
one letter the identity of the desired castrator, the psychoanalyst,
whom the dreamer names or addresses by his first name. One may
thus say, with a summary and allusive formula, that the desire mo-
tivating the dream is for castration, on the condition that we make
clear the psychoanalytic sense of this rerm.5

But let us pause for a moment with Philippe and consider what
a scar is: on the skin, a mark, a slight depression, white or pig-
mented, more or less without sensation, points to what was a
scratch, a cut, or even a wound whose rwo gaping lips had to be
dressed, sometimes even sutured; the trace of a violence done to
the body, a durable inscription of a pai'Ful, sometimes catastrophic
irruption. If the horn is a represenraricl., as we said, of a real-noth-
ing, the scar has the privilege oF bcing, on the contrary, the in-
scription on the body of the intcrval of :r cur, rhe mark of a gap
that could be felt.

7t
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Now, Phil ippc, f irr whorrr thc integriry of his body is of essential

importance, considcrs :.1 scrlr above all to be a filling in, a repair, a

suture. For this reason, it is indissolubly linked to his mothert pas-

sion to protect, close, fulf i l l ,  or grati i/. The scar, but as well the

whole surface of the body, is a reminder for him of the attentive

care of which he was the object on the part of a mother impatient

to satis$' her passion at the level of bodily needs. Phii ippe was

washed, fed, warmed, cared for in accordance with the excessive-

ness of the maternal phantasms. And we know what this kind of

maternal love hides and manifests by way of unconscious and well-

meant destructive tendencies: no cry that is not smothered, so as

not to have to listen to it; an overabundance of food, as if he were

nothing but a voracious appetite; no thirst that is not immediately

drowned. That is why Philippe, filled to the point of bursting, con-

tinued to be thirsty!

\7e would be mistaken, however, if we went along with Philippe

when he claims, and tries to make us believe, that he has only

cause for complaint in this excess of maternal kindness. One may

guess that he was profoundly marked, in a way that is more inef-

faceable than any other, by the passionate embrace of this smoth-

ering tenderness. Philippe was most certainly his mothert favorite,

preferred over his brother, but also no doubt over his father, and

on the always veiled horizon of his story one discovers that Preco-
cious sexual satisfaction in which Freud recognizes the experience

leading to the obsessive's fate.6 To be chosen, pampered, and (sex-

ually) gratified by his mother is (as we have already seen for the
\Wolf Man) a blessing and an exile from which it is very difficult

to return. Thus, the scar, for Philippe, is above all this mark of the

favorite and this closure of the paradisical limbo to which are rele-

gated those who are outside of l i fe, not yet born to desire or al-

ready dead, like so many shades of an Oedipus, seduced too early

and gratified by their mothers.

\flith this evocation of the phantasms and desires of his mother,

with this position of the favorite, we accede to one of the major

themes of Philippe's analysis.

One may at this point better understand the desire that this
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dream "). la serpe" fulfills. It accomplishes in its own way the wish,
which is moreover ambiguous, to see the mark of maternal closure
reopened so that finally the pain of exile may be lifted. This is in-
deed the first idea that occurs to Philippe regarding the strangeness
of the cry in the dream: "fthe boy] cries very loud"; it is an odd
yell, both a cry of terror and an irresistible appeal, which reminds
him of the cry, the "kiaf," of the Zen uadition, supposedly c pa-
ble of resuscitating the dead. Moreover, this cry refers back to a
memory not yet mentioned even though it was called up very soon
after the relation of the dream: Philippe is eight or nine years old,
traveling with his parents and brother. At the end of one leg of the
journey, they put up in a fine hotel, and, alone, he explores the
grounds around the hotel that seem to extend very far. Then some
noisy, excited boys arrive who are older than him (this detail shows
up in the dream: "about rwelve years old") and who are probably
playing cowboys and Indians or cops and robbers. They pretend
to attack him; Philippe, panic stricken in the face of this horde,
runs away yelling . . . but not just anything: he cries very loud as
in the dream, calling for help from Gry, Nicolas, and Gilles, so as
to throw offhis attackers and make them believe that he too is part
of a large gang. But in spite of his fear he is careful not ro yell out
the most common nzms5-pierre, Paul, or Jacques-for his cries
must seem to be quite specific. He remembers precisely having in-
voked the name "Serge" (at the time, it would have been Stavisky
or Lifar).7 This memory makes clear the sense of the appeal in the
dream and, as I have intimated, confirms the identiry of the cas-
trator (or liberator) who is invoked. It also brings us back to those
less clearly articulated appeals called up through the memories re-
vived by the dream with the unicorn.

Phil ippe, captive of his mother's phantasms, is walking by the
sea, saying to himself "I'm thirsry." One can irnagine the ambiguiry
of this declaration inasmuch as it seems, <ln the one hand, to call
once again for the mother's gratifying l)re.scnce and, on the other,
to contest at the same time, in its very repctition, the possibiliry of
quenching his thirst by taking it l i tcrrrl ly. I-lcre the image of Lil i  is
essent ia l ;  she is set  apart  Frorrr  : l  gr ' ( )u[)  of  several  other women
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fr iend.s, gathcrecl on this bclch, exposing their f inally unveiled

bodies. Lili is small, hcr firrrtr is filled out, and her breasts are large'

It is as if Philippe wcre moved by her, sensing that she will be bet-

ter able than another to hear his call. He guesses' with as much

certainty as confusion, that Lil i  is more oPen than the other

women who usually surround him, that she is less caPtive than his

mother to archaic phantasms, and that for her a man' even her

husband, is a possible lover. It is as if Phil ippe were meeting a

woman for the first time. This "first time" recalls a Process of fixa-

tion, and one can find in this occurrence what will later constitute

for our patient the inclinations, difficulties, and impasses of his

choice. Lili, as a woman, shows herself to be a good listener to the

seductive "I 'm thirsty." Her address in return, "Phil ippe, I 'm

thirsry" seems to seal the success of this seduction and to confirm

that the complaint or the thirst is finally heard as a call to desire,

if not already as desire for Lili. \With the warranty it has of being

proffered by the mouth of another, the formula "Phil ippe, I 'm

ihircry' fixes in place and summarizes a first kind of compromise

of Phil ippe's desire, in that t ime of hope or moment of opening

that was the summer of his third year. "Philippe, I'm thirsry" com-

bines in a few words the following three propositions at least, along

with their respective reservations: (r) I am my mother's favorite,

loved by her, b.r. 
", 

such I am exiled to an imaginary and nostalgic

paradise; (z) 
-y 

call has been heard, but I have found a passive ac-

complice rather than someone to help me out of it; (3) I can love

another woman (or be loved by her), but she is also prohibited. In-

deed, one ought to add here that Lil i , a close relation of his

mother, was mafried to Jacques, a first cousin of his father, and we

will have occasion to return to the role played by this first name in

Phil ippe's history. Let us merely note for the moment that Lil i ,

who was his relative twice over through blood and marriage' on

the one hand wards off and rePresents and on the other hand dou-

bles the dimension of incest that unfolds here anew for Philippe'

Hence, the meaning of this desire to drink begins to be speci-

fied: thirst, contrary to what one might think, rePresents more an

appeal to opening than an exPectation of some filling (gratifica-

il
i
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t ion).  I t  lets one see thc pr imordial  capture by the mother,
Philippet nostalgia, and his rcvolt. But one must also say that this
first stage of the analytic work has far from exhausted the resources
of the dream material. It is also far from having engaged the forces
of the libidinal economy whose mechanisms must be unleashed by
a deepened analysis. Nothing would be easier than to stop here
and perform an interpretive reconstruction based on a few privi-
leged elements. The temptation to understand is strong, especially
when the analysis highlights themes that fit rather conveniently
into the frame of our knowledge. But if we give in to that tempta-
tion, sooner or later comes the realization that, out of haste, we
have done nothing more than substitute one construction for an-
other without bringing about any real modifications. By suspend-
ing the analysis of the dream, after having exposed its maternal
hue, we would have succeeded at best in repainting with the aid of
the palette of psychoanalysis the closure that Philippe complains
of. There would be many ways to use this palette if one were not
under the strict obligation as a psychoanalyst, first, to hear the sen-
sitive points or the strong points in what the patient is saying; sec-
ond, to respect these points; and finally, to avoid, as it is most ap-
propriate to say in this case, any closed explanation.

'We may recall here the manner in which Freud, in his analysis
of the Wolf Mant nightmare, sums up his investigation after a first
stage of the analysis. He enumerates the sensitive elements in such
a way that, were this a strictly graphic representation, they would
be set apart with bold-faced letters (the sequence is, moreover, ital-
icized in the text): 'A real occurrence-dating/io* a aeryl early pe-
riod- lo o king- immo bi lity-s exual pro b lems- cas syssisTt- h^ fr-
sl1g7-56mething terrible" (SEry: 1,4; GWn: 6o).

The work of analysis consists essentially in identifying or extri-
cating in this way aseries of terms whose more or less obvious in-
sistence, which is always perceptible to un attcntive ear, reveals that
they are from the unconscious. Such wrlrk rlso requires that one
maintain a faithful as well as an open e:lr, rhc precise recording and
the always-renewable bare surFacc ol':r corrrplcte welcome. On the
basis of our analysis of the drcanr, w(' (':rn clcvclop a series of terms

79
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that are repeated and trndcrscored in the unfolding of the discourse

of "free associatiolr." I lt a sti l l  more stripped-down manner than

Freud's in the given example, we can enumerate here, without

adding any phony links, a few key or crossroad words of Philippe's

act of saying:
"Lili-soif-plage-uace-Peau-pied-6s1ns" [Lili-thirst-

beach-trace-skin-foot-horn]. This is how, upon analysis,

the unconscious presents itself: a series of terms, which exhibited

together create, for whoever has not entered into the detours of an-

alytic discourse, the heteroclite impression of some bric-a-brac de-

void of any order. Faced with such a series of heterogeneous ele-

ments, the most natural resPonse, from which no one is immune,

is to order the set within the frame of a construction whose rype

varies according to individual taste and ranges from the biological

to the symbolic. Experience most often Proves' and one cannot in-

sist too much on this point, that by responding without discrimi-

nation to the demand to construct (or reconstruct), one loses, as

Freud pointed out,8 the heart of what the patient's discourse is

tending to say: there is thus no other way to listen at first than lit-

erally. If we therefore consider the utterance of this unconscious

chain in its literaliry we notice that when its two ends are brought

together, the word licorne [unicorn] apPears.

A monument of Philippe's phantasm and a metonymy of his de-

sire, the ligeyns-lhrough the displacements it figures, through the

intervals it assembles and maintains, through its legend, and

through the statue that decorates the fountain-says better than

any proof the insistence of Philippe's thirst. It marks at the same

time a place at which the desire to drink was asserted. At this point

in the analysis, where the effigy breaks down into a play of letters,

licorne indicates clearly the path leading to the true dimension of

the unconscious. And yet, if we are not careful, it can also be the

ultimate trap along this path. For one may be tempted, as a last re-

sort, to seize upon the Pretry comPosition of the monument and

make it perform the filling-in function of any other construction

whatsoever. The licorne, as mythical object, is particularly well

suited for this use. One need only let its elements become arrested
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in an image. This, howcver, would go directly counter to the

movement of analysis, itr which what is important, on the con-

trary, is to let the intensity of the meaningful echo spread out and

exhaust itself in the unfolding of its reverberation, up to the point

at which the literal trait can be heard in all its hardness. One must

let it resonate like the call of the siren that Philippe endeavored to

produce by blowing into the hollow of his joined hands. In its con-

cise trait, licornemarks the gesture of drinking and the movement

of the two hands pressed together to form a cup, the concave

counterpart to the convexity of the breast, a mimed reproduction

of a symbol in its original sense: a gesture of offering or supplica-

tion, but above all a gesture of mastery through which Philippe

fulfills something of his desire.
\X/ith the evocation of this gesture, we step truly into the private

domain where singulariry reigns in its most secret difference. This

movement of the hands, however banal it may be when one de-

scribes it formally, is thought of by Philippe as irreducibly his own,

on the same level as the scar that marks him on his forehead. And

here we touch on the l imit of the secret, which one inevitably

crosses over when relating an analysis, thereby producing a faith-

ful image of the transgression that is psychoanalysis itself. For the

description of these singularities outlines something like the proper

essence of each individual in his or her most intimate self,

The ideal aim of a psychoanalysis would be to bring out these ir-

reducible traits, the elementary terms where all echoes fall silent.

But it is very rare that one even approaches such a draining away of

the mirages of meaning through the stripped-down formaliry of a

literal network. With the licorne, however, we seem to get quite

close to this knot of Philippe's analysis, not so much, as we have just

seen, because of the possible meaning of the licorne (even though

one cannot exclude it) as because of its formal composition.e

The next step of the analysis, which must be understood liter-

ally in the sense of a movement, allows tls to pass irreversibly into

that matrix zone of psychic life whcre ttreatrittg is reabsorbed for

an instant into a l iteral formula, thc sccret replica of the ProPer
name, cipher of the unconsciotts. A jactrl:rt ion, here transcribed
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with the minimunr of travcsty, seems to have been the secret name
of Phi l ippe: "P6or(c l )  j 'e- I i . "

It is very rare that one manages in psychoanalysis to receive the
confession of these secret formulas, for they are always jealously

guarded. Philippe got around to being able to say this name via a
path that deserves to be described in detail. It was, then, a question
of gestures, like that of putting one's hand together to drink or to
whistle, and, through association, of muscular control, as illustrated
by wo memories. In the one, he sees himself falling backward from
a balcony without a ledge and landing on his feet three meters be-
low, after having executed a dangerous back flip, almost as naturally
as a practiced diver might have done. In the other, he sees himself
likewise falling, but this time from a farmer's wagon in which he
was sitting. By means of a similar natural and rapid movement, for-
ward this time in a kind of head-over-heels, he escapes as before,
without the least harm, from the threat of the large wooden wheel.
'A misstep, a pirouette, and there you are" could be the formula
that sums up this sequence of banal clumsiness, followed by an ex-
ceptional deftness, and that ends up in the satisfaction of our little
guy, intact and standing on his own rwo feet. 'SVe 

could translate
and interpret the formula as "Fortunately I regained control of my
fall into the world." In f2s1-and this is how we got *1s1s-*rs 5s-
cret formula prefigured, accompanied, or recalled from most dis-
tant memory a jubilant movement that consisted in rofling himself
into a ball and then unrolling, finding the result pleasing and then
starting over. More simply put, it was a kind of somersault or
pirouette that like a magic trick could give rise in an instant of plea-
sure to something ne% but also illusory. Poord' jeli, in the very
scansion of its secret utterance, somersaulting around the central dj
and falling back on the jubilation of the /i, seems to be as much the
model as the reproduction of the tumbling movement.

It is interesting to compare Phil ippe's self-given secret name,
"Poordjeli," with the one given to him by his parents: Phil ippe
Georges Elhyani (also transcribed with a minimum of necessary
distortion so as to keep secret the patient's real identiry but also to
preserve all the possibilities of transgression in analysis). One may

I lu' I)n',tttl tt,itlt tlte Unicorn

f ind in the lat ter  nanre,  l l thotrgh in a more developed form, a
rhythm analogous to thc.scansiorr of the formula. But whereas the
j(e) of the jaculation is in the nrccli:rn position, in the name it piv-
ots around the central or of Georges.lt is possible to identify in this
formula the constitutive elements of whar may also be called a fun-
damental "Poordjeli" phantasm or and je in Georges, as we have
just pointed out; /i in both the first and last names; and finally ?(e)
as the syncope that results when Philippe and Georges are strung ro-
gether-which is accentuated at the beginning of the formula,-
while a d(e), a dental stop (which cannot be elucidated in our
transposition) reproduces at the center of Poordjeli rhe syncope of
Philipp@'Georges.'O One thus finds in Philippe's analysis, as is of-
ten the case, this resemblance between a patient's fundamental
phantasm and his name.

Vith the evocation of this secret name, it seems we have reached
an end point beyond which we cannot go: as an irreducible model,
deprived of meaning, it truly seems to be one of those knots that
constitute the unconscious in its singulariry.

Nonetheless, the work of the analysis is not at all complete.
\When it happens that one succeeds in identi$ring one of these
knots as clearly as in this case, another movement of elucidation
can take off from there, a kind of analysis in reverse, which shows
how meanings come to be formed in the singulariry of the uncon-
scious model and how multiple meanings arise out of these literal
matrices. Let us speli out once again the terms of the formula
"Poordjeli" while enumerating this time, in this analysis in reverse,
some of the meaningful forms that branch out from these ele-
ments. Thus, on the basis of the formulat initial po, one may bring
out meanings such as its homonym peau lskin], hide, epidermis,
envelope, the importance of which we saw in Philippe's libidinal
Iife. One could likewise follow paths opening onto the particulari-
ties of this story, through a word such as pot, also a homonym, as
Ln Pot h boire fdrinking mug] or pot dc chambre lchamber por], or
yet again through the affectionatc and gcnrly complaining excla-
mation of "pauvre" fpoor] Phil ippc, in which the mark of the sec-
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ond or already :rppcers, vcilccl tn oure by the l ight caress of a u.

Moreover,  th is median or is insistent in several  major words of

Phil ippe's singular vocabulary: words such as fort [big, strongJ,

mort [dead, the dead man], and PortlPortl (or porclpigl) have

such a common use that one cannot convey how their originaliry

for our patient stands out from everyday banaliry how these words

cling to his body.lt In corne and licorne this originality aPpears

more clearly, as it also does in a variant of the mothert loving nick-

name, pauure nisor lpoor treasure], although with this common

exclamation our attempt at imitation can succeed only feebly in

rendering the insistence of this or in Philippet discourse. More sin-

gular, however, is the movement of reversal, as scanned by the for-

mula, of cor into roc, des or into roses. Thus one finds curiously

enough another privileged place of his childhood, the "ros e g r-

den," which is located in the same city on the other side of the

road not far from the fountain with the unicorn. And Phil ippe

talks endlessly about roses,12 from their smell to the 'War of the

Roses, a mythical place, a mystical theme, the heart between rwo

breasts at the bottom of a gorge.t3

No less than the or, arovfld which it is doubled in Georges, rhe

gr brought forward again by this gorge is a pretext for some spade-

work along the singular paths of Phil ippe's unconscious desire.

Thus, we recall the moi-ja [I-me] nickname that was very early

pinned on him so as to stigmatize his overly manifest "egotism."

This nickname, which is the pejorative counterPart of "Philippe,

I'm thirsry," constitutes here'a priceless indication, as does the se-

ries of words ending in the same syllable: plage, rage' sage. But we

will emphasize instead the path that is opened by the i(t) i" the di-

rection of the series of Jacques. Jacques is above all the father's older

brother, who died before the birth of his namesake, Philippet older

brother. It is also, as we have already mentioned, Lili's husband.

But the 7a is especially emphasized in the je of Jeftmie,ra the Pater-
nal grandfather, who died very prematurely and whose mono-

grammed initials, "J.E.," on books and suitcases remain the sign of

origin or the makert mark-the figure of the dead father that can-

not be erased by the face of the replacement grandfather.

'l'ltr 
l)rt,urt tuith the Unicorn

\We will not l inger any lorrgcr in the paths presented by l i on
which the scansion of thc sccrct nenle finally lands or its repetition
in the first and last name, up to the very significant and explicit lit

[bed] of Lil i .

This manner of analysis, which takes off from a literal formula,
may seem surprising or part of some gratuitous game if one forgets
that it does no more than bring out in realiry and without the least
interpretation, the most sensitive terms in the patient's act of
speaking. One could even call them "sensitive" in the physical
sense of the term.

That one must not settle for the indefinite games of meaning
can be best illustrated if we examine the difficulry of a discourse
that takes shape in meaning, a difficulry encountered by the ana-
lyst at every moment. Thus, when Philippe relates his memories of
the beach and the novelty of his gaze on the feminine body, it is
the most natural thing in the world to underscore in passing the
privileged representation of the "corps de Lili" ll-ilit body] in the
bright sunshine. Right away, this representation makes sense, and
the body, which is other and the other's, imposes itself, leading to
the incestuous desire for the mother and to the fantasy of a full-
blown fulfillment. The sense of a certain precocious mastery gers
added to this, as power of seduction combined with the impotence
of a too tender age. But what probably happens when one inter-
prets the representation in this way-along with the well-known
order given to the unfolding avenues of meaning-is that once
again the major path, the one that would lead to the unconscious
phantasm in its non-sense, in other words "Poordjeli," gets closed
down for a time.

The question may be posed here concerning the relations main-
tained berween the representation in language "corps de Lili" and
the unconscious jaculation "Poordjeli." Going against common
sense, I will insist on the fact that the literal formula giues the rep-
resentation its singular ualue as much as, if not rnore, the represen-
tation "corps de Lili" invests thc sccrct jaculation after the fact by
giving it a meaning.As proof, onc nrrly go to the linguistic variants
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that, for Philippe, nrake scnse, From corps joli lpt.try body] to trisor

chiri lcherished treasure], passing through lit de roses lbed of roses],

which contrast in their meaningful multiplicity with the unsur-

passable immutabiliry of the literal model "Poordjeli."

There remains to be considered, finally, the manifestly solipsistic

character of the secret jaculation. In the movement of jubilation

that it connotes, the formula contains an obvious autoerotic di-

mension and a narcissistic affirmation, which the evocation of the

moi-je also renders, but more feebly. The articulation of the for-

mula accompanies, evokes, or translates-better yet, it mimes in

its utteranss-1hs movement of the somersault that causes to ap-

pear, or that leaves as remainder, something more: mere lure of

production, a derisive creation, but at the same time a self-affir-

mation, "well landed" as a result of the operation. In this auto-

erotic game, the sequence fulfills a narcissistic phantasm of auto-

engendering: on the one hand, Philippe, as an expressive mime,

plays out this affirmed apparition of himself at the stopping point

of the pirouette. On the other hand, through the repetition of the

literal articulation, he seems to reach 6liss ljouir] in the effect of

production or engendering that is correlative to the stringing to-

gether of the literal terms, as if the articulation of this secret name

caused him each time to be born (or reborn) from his own head,

on his own initiative, into the world of language and into his own

subjectiviry. In a word, we could say that Philippe, through the use

of the secret formula, attempts each time to annex for himself the

scene of his own conception and that he thus rediscovers his pri-

mal scene as often as he impugns it.
\X/hat Philippe is trying fundamentally to impugn so as to feign

mastering it is, in fact, the very dimension of the other's desire,

inasmuch as he was no doubt prematurely its object, beneficiary,

victim, and remainder. A castoff of paternal desire who finds his

only landmark in the maker's mark of the name of the too-soon-

departed Jdrdmie,i5 an object abandoned to the mother's devour-

ing desire, Philippe, as designated in his derisive formula, will from

now on have no other concern than to defend against the other's

desire, to contest the other as desiring, which is to say to take the

'l'hc I)n',rttt tuith the Unicorn

other for dead or nonexistcnt. For he thinks he knows by experi-

ence that if he lets hirnself recognize the other it would mean

f-all ing once again (and perhaps this time without any recourse)

into the gulf of lack that makes of him someone who desires,
where he would be once again toppled, devoured, suffocatingly
fulfilled.

This is the impasse of Phil ippe's desire, which the complete

analysis of the dream with the unicorn reveals in its phantasmic
ordering.
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of content, of the pure movement which produces difference. The (pure)

trace is dffirance. Although ft does not exist, although it is never a being-

present outside of all plenitude, its possibiliry is by rights anterior to all

that one calls sign . . . concept or operation, motor or sensory. . . . It per-

mits the articulation of speech and writing-in the colloquial sense-as

it flounds the metaphysical opposition between the sensible and the in-

telligible, then between signifier and signified, expression and content,

etc." (Of Grammatologlt, trans. Gayatri Chakravorry Spivak [Baltimore:

Johns Hopkins Universiry Press, 1974, 6z-@).In fact, despite the obvi-

ous difference that separates both my point of departure and my inten-

tion from those of Derrida, I remark the proximiry of our undertakings
(and this will become clearer in what follows), which is signaled by the

necessary recourse to this expression. But for the moment, I am not able

to summarize this encounter.

19. See Chapter 7.
zo. Objectality and objectalare used throughout to designate the spe-

cific qualiry of object-ness in the psychoanalytic sense being elaborated

here.-flans.

zr. The phrase "lettre perdue" is the standard French translation of

the title of Poet famous tale, "The Purloined Letter," to which Lacan de-

voted a well-known seminar.-tans.

zz. On the question of this object, one may consult D. \f. \il7innicott,

"Thansitional Objects and Ti'ansitional Phenomena," InternAtional Jour-
nal of Psychoanalysis l,4, no. z (June g5): zg-g7.

23. "Instincts and Their Vicissitudes," .SE ro: rz2-z); GWrc: zr5.

24. This character of the object-the fact that, among other things,

it cannot be reduced or specularized-which has been brought out by

Lacan (in his seminar for the Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes at the

Ecole Normale Supdrieure, unpublished), refers first to the effect of the

cut considered from the topological point of view (Jan. t, ry66); second,

to the designation of the unconscious subject as "re-split" lrefendul; fi-

nally to the division (sexus, sectus) of sex (Nov. t6, t966).

25. These lines allude to the erymological connection between "rdel"

(real) and "rien" (nothing). Both derive From the Latin res.-Trans.

Chapter 4

r. See Chapter 3.
z. See Lacan, "Ouverture de ce recueil," in Ecrits, p. ro, and "On a

fVotcs to Pages t6-Zr r4g

Question Preliminary to Anv l)ossibleTi"eatment of Psychosis," in Ecrits:

A Selection, pp. r97-91{.

1. Lacan, "Position cle I'inconscient," in Ecrits, pp.8+Z-+8.

4. One could aclcl here that such a description of a model of this rrr:r-
jor art iculat ion, the sexual conjunction, opens a possible path towarcl rrn

investigation of the nature of logical articulations.

5. Lacan, unpublished seminar, May ry, 1964.

6. See Chapter 6.

7. Lacan, "Kant avec Sade," in Ecrits, p.77j.

8. The term monemeis used by Andrd Martinet to designate the min-

imal linguistic unit; see his Elements of General Linguistics, trans. Elisa-

beth Palmer (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, ry66), p.zj.

9. The sense here plays on the homonyms in French, "nom" (name)

and "non" (no)._Tians.

ro. See Chapter 6.

rr. On the use of the phrase ntme of thefatherbyLacan see, among

other texts, his "The Subversion of the Subject and the Dialectic o[ [)c-

sire in the Freudian Unconscious," in Ecrits: A Selection, p. Jro and note,

and "La Science et la vdritd," in Ecrits, p.874 and note.

rz. See Chapters 3 and 4.
13. Here one may remark, in passing by way of this Latin detour, that

the insistence of the V would put uulpus in the place of lupus. This could

help with the interpretation of the drawing of the dream, in which thc

wolves look in fact like foxes.

Cbapter y

r.  See Jean Laplanche and Serge Leclaire, "Llnconscient, utre i trr t le

psychanalytique," in L'Inconscient (Paris: Descl6e de Brouwer, r9(r(''), pp.

9t-r3o and ryo-77.
z. The dream, which is the "guardian of sleep" in Freud's phr:tsc, rlo.'s

not altogether fulfill this function to the extent that the sleeper awul<t's

anyway.
j. Philippe knew the series of six tapestries known as the 'l ' ltr Itrly

and the Unicorn lLa Dame h /a licorne], which one can see at thc (.lrrrry

Museum in Paris. But I cannot say whether he also knew the next scrit's
(likewise of six tapestries) called The Huntfor the Unicora, which is,rrr

exhibit at the New York Metropolitan Museum (Cloisters). The secontl

tapestry in this series, "The [Jnicorn at the Fountain," represents a knct'l
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ing unicorn as it dips the tip of its horn into water flowing in a rivuretfrom a fountain.

4' In French, "rear-nothing" is "re rien rder,,; there wourd be at leasrthree ways to transrate this phi"r., ',th; nothi"g .."1,; ,.rhe 
real nothing,,,or "rhe real little_almost-nothing (which i, ,t,rJro-.thing).,, I wil adoptthroughout the hyphenated reir-'nothingso as ro signar when this phraseis being used. See also Chaprer 3, n. zy._Tians.

l. On this subject, see Chapter g.
6.  OP,3o, 3t ,33.
7' Alexandre (serge) stavisky, fi86-r934, whose name has remainedassociated with the "affair" of a firra.rciar swindre that brought down agovernmenr of the French Third Republic in the ."rlf ,93o ,; Serge Lifar,19o5-86, was a highry accraimed dancer with Sergei oiaghilevt BailetsRusses and director and chief choreographer of the"paris opera Bailet be_ginning in ry29- These referents o"fr i- t .  prop...rr- e serge,in otherwords, situate the event from philipp., .hildirood in the early to mid_r93o's at the earliesr.-Ti"ans.

8. See Chapter r.

9' one could observe here that "li-corne,', referring to the deveropedsequence of "Lili-corne," reintroduces at the rer.er of each of these termsthe "echoes of meaning." This is correct, and we will have occasion raterro rerurn to what seems to be an obiection here.
ro' The syncope refers ro the mure e ending of phitippe when it isplaced before Georges.In standard French prosody, this finar s wourd bevoiced or pronounced only when i t  fal ls b.for. 

" 
uoi. .d consonanr.other syllabic elements anaryzed.here carry semantic varue, as wiil bebrought out larer: je (I) and o:r (gold)._Trans.

rr. I.e', "lui tiennenr au .orpr." Another idiomatic expression is beingdetoured here: "renir au coeur,i' to b. herd dear, .ror",o someonet heart.

|lil*trt"n 
is motivated no doubt by the syllable ori^,,rorps,,,body._

rz. Let it be said that philippet anarysis occurred before Gilbert Bd-caud's.song "Limportant, .,.ri t ,ose,, h"d U*"_. p.f rf"r.
.r3'  

"Gorge," which. commonly means "throat,, ,  i ,  
"rro 

a crassic eu_phemism for a woman's breastr.__Tr".rr.
14. This name has also been transposed, according to the criteria ar_ready mentioned, so as to maintain both veiling 

"nd 
ir"nrgression.

ry. This phrase incrudes an unrranslarable p;, ";"J;e rrouve son re_

IVotes to pages g9_roo 
r s r

pdre que dans le nom." The term "repdre,', randmark, is here bei'g *.tv_cled to indicate also a "re-farher,,, a repeat father._Ti-ans.

Chapter 6

r' The study of rogicar articulations requires, in my opinion, that onetake into consideration rhe narure of the 
"rti.ul"tior* 

in pray in the un_conscious system, at least so as to.speci$, the relation of exclusion tharthese latter articurations impry with 
^reg"rd,; 

; ;;;l.ri,o. function.z' Jean Lapranche wrires: "This bata"st ,t 
", 

,.-oJ., ranguage from theexclusive reign of th: 
frl-rry processes . . . is precisery the existence ofthe unconscious chainl, (,,Lincons .

L'inconscient, p. ue). 
clent' une dtude psychanalytique," in

3' see victor Thusk, "on rhe origin of rhe 'Influencing Machine, inSchizophrenia," in The psycho-Anati,ti, 
Reader,.i. nou.rt Fliess (NewYork: International Universities press, rg6il.

4. See Chaprers 3 and 7.
5. See Chapter 3.
6' on this subject, see Jacques-Alain Miler, ,,La 

surure: Erdments dela logique du signifiant," in c)hiro porr lbnalyse r-, 11^n. 1966): +6_+g.7' on this "ecripse."f , .1. subject," , . . ,  
" ' -o' f  

. ,rr . ,  rexrs, Lacan,"Subversion of the Subject,', pp. lt+_rs;on ,.vacilla;r:;, 
;.;;ffi#:

?:::1,'Iilner' 
"Le Poi"t au'tig"id"nt," in coh;r* poor l'anaryse t (May

8. "Bur we must insis t 
,that 

jouissance is forbidden to him who speaksas such, or else it can only be said berween the lines,,, Lacan, ,,Subver_
sion of the,Subject,,' p. 3r9; translation modified.

" 
i;1;:*.psychoanalytic 

use of this French rerm, see Chapter r,

ro' see Lacan, "subversion of the subject,,: ,,The 
subjection of thesubject to the signifier, which occurs in the circuit that goes from s(o)to o and back from o to s(o), is reaty a circre, ir"rmu.h as the asser_tion rhat is estabrished in it-fo. la.k of u.i"g ;u[ . end on anythingother than its own scansion ' ' ' refers only to ii, o*r, anticipation in rhecomposition of the signifier, in itserf i"rigrrifi."";;i(;: 3o4, transratio.modified). on the "circular relation, or the"recip.oJ J'g.ndering of sig_nifier-subject," see also Miller, ,,La 

suture,,,pp. 4g_fl.
lr:.-9irhis 

subject, see the observatio.r of E--"nu.r, in X. Audou_ard' "un Enfant exposd aux symbores," in R rhrrrhniil, 1967): r47_7r.
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